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Abstract

The DigLIn project aims at providing concrete solutions for adult literacy students by developing and testing L2 literacy acquisition material in four different languages and by employing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to analyse the learner’s read speech output and provide feedback. We develop the technology, design sample exercises for different languages (Dutch, English, German and Finnish) and test them in literacy classes in adult education centres with adult L2 learners. Existing language learning material for low-educated second language learners is augmented with an ASR module capable of recognizing what the learners say, of diagnosing possible errors in reading aloud or pronunciation and of providing practice and feedback in learning to read aloud in the L2.

Index Terms: adult literacy learning, language and speech technology, second language acquisition

1. Introduction

Europe has many immigrant and refugee adults with a low level of education, who lack basic skills such as reading and writing in both their native language and second language. However, the Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR) for Languages [5] departs from the basic level of primary school and implicitly assumes that adults are readers and writers. This does not correspond to reality. In addition to a high number of low-literate native-born adult residents, Europe counts many non-literate adults who need to learn to read and write for the first time, in a language other than their mother tongue. The numbers of non-literate and low-literate (unable to read and write well enough to use these skills in their daily lives) differ from country to country, but are between 10–15% of the population. Part of them are nonnatives who participate in (integration) courses with a literacy component. For instance, in Germany there were 65,000 of these immigrants between 2005 and 2012. 37.2% of them are primarily illiterates. The DigLIn project aims to support this group of immigrant learners.

Being able to read and write is a prerequisite for active participation in society and employability. Poor oral and written proficiency in the second language (L2) leads to social exclusion [3], and prohibits social and economic integration [8]. Literacy – the ability to use reading and writing– is clearly a key factor in the integration and participation of immigrants in the society in which they live. Helping people acquire basic skills such as reading and writing is a crucial step in supporting social inclusion and citizen participation. Many European countries have programmes and initiatives aimed at promoting literacy acquisition and look for innovative methods that can boost the efficiency of literacy teaching by making it more flexible and more individualized.

In spite of these considerations, all kinds of financial cuts threaten adult education across the EU; in the UK for example, immigrant adults wishing to take ESOL classes exceed availability [4], and government funding continues to be reduced across the ESOL sector. This means that low-literate and non-literate adults are increasingly expected to be responsible for the costs of their individual learning. This implies that, more than ever before, speed of learning has become an essential factor for the least skilled L2 learners.

A Dutch study [14] aimed at assessing the learning load (in hours of instruction) for learning to read and write revealed two important findings. The time allotted to computer work – in which individuals had to work actively – correlated positively with reading scores, but the time allotted to whole group work correlated negatively. Moreover, there were substantial individual differences in pace across learners. The fast learners had additional opportunities to progress faster when there were facilities and materials to serve them. Facilities in this case means computer facilities and materials means ICT, CALL (Computer Assisted Language Learning) and multi-media.

Unfortunately, little attention is devoted to this group of learners. Publishers of course materials have little or no interest in this group because it is too small for gaining a reasonable profit and the development of computerized materials and multimedia adapted to this target group is expensive.

2. Research background

Language and literacy development by first time (adult) readers in a second language is a new and underdeveloped domain of research [16] [18] [20]. Most research on reading concerns children who learn to read in their mother tongue. Adults who learn to read in an L2 with quite a different phonological system than that of their mother tongue face additional problems in mastering the phoneme-grapheme correspondences of the L2. These problems tend to mean that, in the Netherlands for example, many immigrants and refugee adults do not attain the level for reading and writing now required for integration and naturalisation [12] [13].

In basic reading instruction, two main approaches can be distinguished: the sight-word approach and the phonics approach. Finnish with its excellent correspondence between graphemes and phonemes lends itself to phonics instruction, and
due to its regular syllable structure, the syllable is most often focused on as a unit. For Dutch and German with a relatively transparent orthography, phonics instruction is preferred in both L1 and L2 literacy programs. For English with its deep orthography, a sight-word approach is possible, yet the alphabetic code still has to be cracked for decoding the many regularly spelt words. Models of beginning reading development agree on a first stage of direct-word recognition using basic visual cues, a second stage of indirectly mediated word recognition through graphic cues (grapheme-phoneme correspondence) and a third stage of direct word recognition based on automatization [11].

The question arises as to why immigrant adults are ultimately less successful than children. Important reasons are that L2 adults receive fewer hours of reading instruction, the course material is of a lower quality and the ICT applications now readily available to children are not appropriate for adults. In a class, children often decode graphemes aloud and synthesize them into a word. In adult classes, this is often seen as childish and is therefore restricted to an absolute minimum. Moreover, in a class of 10 or 15 adults, individual differences are often too large to make it a useful activity. The same holds for reading texts aloud: only one student reads, the others succeed in passively following to various degrees.

More active practice in which literacy students can produce the sounds or words while a computer tells them whether they are correct is a much needed improvement. This becomes possible through the application of ASR technology because the computer recognizes the word uttered and can provide feedback to the learner on whether the word was correctly read or not. There is a long history of experimentation on children using ASR [7] [15] [17] [21], but this technique has not yet been applied in adult literacy education. In addition, most of the studies on reading support through ASR concern systems that can follow the learner while reading aloud, but which are not aimed at identifying errors at the phoneme level to diagnose grapheme-phoneme connections. For this latter kind of application, more advanced technology is required.

3. CALL for literacy development

Computer Assisted Language Learning (CALL) applications offer enormous advantages compared to teacher-fronted classes: learners can practice as much as they want at their own pace in a stress-free environment and can receive individualized, adaptive feedback from the computer. This is particularly important for adult language learners who lack basic skills such as literacy and who can use materials when they are able to take time off from family and other responsibilities. Becoming literate in a second language can be particularly challenging and requires much practice and patience. A reader not only identifies letters (graphemes) and words (the analyzing part of the reading process), s/he also makes a correspondence with the sound (phoneme) represented by the grapheme and the sounds that together form a word (synthesis). Perception is only one side of the reading process; the learning reader also has to translate graphemes into sounds, combine them into words and produce them. Feedback is traditionally given by the teacher or another proficient reader, but could be provided individually for a large group of learners, by the computer as proposed here.

4. Digital Literacy Instructor (DigLIn)

The Lifelong Learning Program (LLP) project ‘Digital Literacy Instructor’ aims at providing concrete solutions for adult literacy students by developing L2 literacy acquisition material in four different languages and by employing Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) to analyse the learner’s read speech output and provide feedback. We develop the technology and design sample exercises for different languages (Dutch, English, German and Finnish) and test them in literacy classes in adult education centres with adult L2 learners.

Existing language learning material for non-literate and low-literate L2 learners developed at Friesland College (the digital sources of the FC Sprint² [6]) is augmented with an ASR module capable of recognizing what the learners say, of diagnosing possible errors in reading aloud or pronunciation and of providing practice and feedback in learning to read aloud in the L2.

This is a considerable improvement in comparison to existing systems in which learners can listen to audio recordings and carry out receptive exercises of the sound-to-grapheme type. In our system learners have the possibility of engaging in production exercises to learn and practice grapheme-to-sound or graphemes- to-word correspondences in the L2, reading a sound, a word, or a sentence out loud and receiving corrective feedback from the computer.

In addition to the already mentioned advantages of ASR-based CALL, it is important to underline the importance of a private, stress-free environment in L2 beginning reading and speech production, because low-literate language learners often feel ashamed of their weak skills and then refrain from practicing in the presence of teachers and other students. After a short introductory period, the system we develop can be used at home so that learners can feel comfortable and can practice anytime for as long as they want.

5. The pedagogical approach in DigLIn

The pedagogical approach in FC-Sprint²

As explained above, in this project we depart from a common framework (digital sources of FC-Sprint²), and develop content and exercises in keeping with the specific features and requirements of the language and the teachers in question.

The concept of FC-Sprint² [6] is based on two pillars:

a. A different approach to students by teachers: from control by the teacher to autonomy for the students. Students have to work with their resources, the teacher is the last resort.

b. Providing students with resources so that they can become more autonomous learners. We try to build small programs so that student can find out themselves instead of being told by a teacher how it all works.
The principles underlying FC-Sprint² [6] can be summarized as:

- Start with high expectations as teachers who expect more get students who perform better.
- Students should carry responsibility (prevent passive behaviour).
- Learning efficiency grows if the student carries responsibility.
- Learning is doing what you cannot do yet.
- Students need to make mistakes in order to learn.
- Learning is more effective when students feel the need to learn.
- Students should first employ their own resources and ask for help when they need it.

When a student has been struggling with a certain subject the effect of instruction likely is much stronger than when a topic is completely new. So first we try to let students work with their own resources before a teacher explains.

- Talent is always an observation afterwards.

There actually is quite a lot of evidence that “talent” is at least a highly overrated concept and that achievement takes a lot of time and effort. Relying on talent can slow down development. (see [2] [9] [10])

- A student can learn everything until (s)he proves otherwise.

- The student is addicted to learning efficiency.
- Motivation is the result of a process. Teachers can have a lot of influence on a student’s motivation (negative and positive).

The DigLIn approach to literacy instruction

The pedagogical approach of FC-Sprint2 is translated in DigLIn by giving non-literate learners the materials for cracking the alphabetical code and providing them all necessary feedback. The teacher makes clear that (s)he is confident that learners will manage to read these words in a few days and will be able to show that to the whole class. As soon as learners have found out what the system can do for them, they will have the feeling of success and will be more and more motivated to continue.

The underlying method for a system like FC-Sprint² [6] and the one to be used in DigLIn is in fact a phonics-based method: the structure method. The primary aim of the structure method is grasping the structure of the spelling system or associating specific sounds (phonemes) with specific letters (graphemes). This is done on the basis of a whole word which is visually and auditorily structured in smaller units (analysis). In this way the student learns to consider a written word as a composite unit of separate elements and to make use of the systematic nature of letter-sound associations for autonomously decoding new words.

The basis of this method is a restricted number of concrete basic words the meaning of which is clear. In classes of 6- and 7-year-old children, those words are presented in a context of a story or a picture story and learnt by heart. In DigLIn those words can be made clear by pressing a button. Basic words should have a ‘one-on-one grapheme-phoneme correspondence’, that is to say that the sounds are not influenced in their pronunciation by preceding or following sounds or by the fact that they are in word-final or syllable-final position, as is the case in Dutch. We use the label “pure sound”.

Examples for:

- English: dad, map, mop, jump, bin, big, yes
- Dutch: mat, kap, kip, boom
- German: Rat, Hat, Oma
- Finnish: eno, iso, akka

Ideally, there is a one-to-one relationship between phoneme- and grapheme Many languages have too few graphemes for the repertoire of phonemes, which is the case for Dutch, but more particularly for English with one and the same grapheme representing different phonemes.

As soon as a couple of basic words are recognized, the analysis and synthesis exercises can start. The spoken word is analyzed in sounds, the written word in letters. Next, the sounds are blended to a spoken word. Many analysis and blending exercises are needed for establishing a tight association between sound and letter. Software can help to automatize this phase of the reading process. For this stage, FC-Sprint² has found many challenging exercises with feedback (e.g., a letter dragged to an incorrect position, does not stay, but jumps away, back to its original position). An example of such a drag-and-drop task for a Danish version of the system is given in Figure 1:

![Figure 1: From letters to words, a drag-and-drop exercise for Danish](image-url)
In Figure 2 students have a “sound bar” with all phonemes at their disposal at the bottom of the screen. By clicking on a letter in this sound bar students can hear the individual sounds of the complete alphabet. By clicking on the big green buttons students can hear the sound of the word. Hovering over the little green buttons gives students a photo displaying the word. By clicking on the letter squares behind the words students can hear the individual sounds corresponding to the letters. (See for the working examples: http://diglin.eu/?page_id=222.)

In DigLIn we provide feedback on reading aloud the blended words. The step to reading new words and the transition from spelling words to a more automatized stage is supported first by exercises in which either the onset or the rime is kept constant, as illustrated in Table 1, and later, by a mix of these words.

### Table 1. Example of building up complexity of the word structure for Dutch

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVC with same rime</th>
<th>CCVC with same onset</th>
<th>CCVC with same onset</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>p-ak</td>
<td>st-ok</td>
<td>sch-ool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>z-ak</td>
<td>st-ak</td>
<td>sch-aap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b-ak</td>
<td>st-op</td>
<td>sch-ep</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-ak</td>
<td>st-ip</td>
<td>sch-ip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>l-ak</td>
<td>st-ik</td>
<td>sch-uur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v-ak</td>
<td>st-ap</td>
<td>sch-oen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FC-Sprint² materials offer possibilities for analyzing and blending and for training automatization. Feedback on reading aloud the words has to be built in by applying ASR. In addition to the autonomy stimulating approach adopted in FC-Sprint², we provide a limited set of video-taped instructions, so as to allow students to work quite alone with the program, if they wish to do so, without the support of classmates and/or teachers.

### 5.1.1. Criteria for selecting words

Words are selected taking into account an order of increasing complexity. Words also target adult LESLLA (Low-Educated adult Second Language and Literacy) readers who are still at an early stage of reading, e.g., the glance and guess stage. Because preferably photographs, but also pictures are used for explaining the meaning, words should be concrete content words so that pictures can be attached. Frequency is also a selection criterion, but is applied with caution since many frequent words are function words that cannot be represented by images (and are more difficult to understand). Frequency lists are also of less importance because they are not based on what low-literate immigrants are likely to encounter. Systematic stress variation in polysyllabic words is also taken into account. Together with the criteria for usefulness for literacy instruction we come to the following criteria for building up complexity.

### 5.1.2. Criteria for building up complexity

Start with:
1. CV(C) words
2. “Pure sound” words
3. Maximal difference: first cardinal vowels: /i/, /u/, /a/ occurring in most languages of the target group of learners (so, not /y/). Followed by consonants that are maximally different on the basis of other features.
4. No minimal consonant pairs in one word or series of words for reasons of auditory similarity (not: pak and bak) or visual similarity (not: dak and bak).

And proceed with:
1. Vowels and consonants from maximally different (/a/-/u/-/i/) to minimally different (/i/-/I/ or /u/-/Y/) and from very common in other languages to language-specific sounds (e.g., for Dutch ui in huis (‘house’)).
2. From CVC to CCVC or CVCC and more extensive consonant clusters
3. From monosyllabic to disyllabic words then polysyllabic words
4. From concrete to abstract words
5. From noun to adjective and verb
6. From pure sound to spelling conventions (e.g. in Dutch for open and closed syllables: raam-ramen)
7. From word to sentence

### 6. Language and speech technology

Innovative in the DigLIn project is that within the CALL system for literacy training use is made of language and speech technology (LST), and especially ‘Automatic Speech Recognition’ (ASR). As is well known, developing ASR-based applications for L2 learners implies having to deal with non-native speech which, for many reasons, is more challenging than native speech [1] [19].

Therefore, exercises are developed such that the possible answers by the users are restricted (see e.g. the screen shot of FC-Sprint²). For every item, a list of correct and incorrect responses is used to limit the recognition task. This can be achieved in different ways: by using confidence measures to identify an utterance in the list of possible responses, or by using the list of responses to train constrained language models. In
doing so, care is taken to also include a number of possible meta-
responses, such as the equivalents of "I don't understand" or
"what?"

The DigLIn system is intended to be web-based, and should run in different browsers. Since practical, technical details can be important for a good performance, we carefully look at issues such as head-sets, audio recording settings (for different browsers), audio file formats, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and noise cancelling (techniques).

When an error has been identified in the learner's response, feedback is provided to signal this to the learner. With respect to the spoken responses, feedback is provided on two levels: (1) on the utterance level, and (2) on the error level. Regarding the former, the speech recognition module determines which utterance was spoken, and before proceeding to error identification the learner is given feedback on the recognized utterance. After all, it would be highly confusing if the learner gets feedback on (parts of) an utterance that was not spoken at all by the learner. It is also more confusing if the system signals an error while the response was correct (false alarm), than v.v. (false accept). Therefore, in tuning the system we try to keep the number of false alarms smaller than the number of false accepts.

Feedback is gradual in the sense that it indicates the degree of correctness. A student can repeat again and again and a slider indicates in real time whether there is any improvement so that the student can try again immediately and see whether the new attempt is better or worse. The feedback should be simple, intuitive, and easy to interpret, such as a score presented visually (e.g. a bar, possibly with colors).

While for many languages databases of native speech are available, corresponding databases of non-native speech are in general lacking, especially non-native speech for the target groups of the application. This makes it even more challenging to develop ASR technology for this application. In DigLIn, we cope with this issue in the following way. We start with an ASR trained on native material, using native resources (lexica, speech corpora, etc.). Later we study whether using extra information can improve the system's performance. Possibilities are to use non-native resources (lexica, speech corpora, etc.), and to use information on errors made by the target group (annotations of errors). Available non-native audio recordings and error annotations are first used, while interactions of users with (initial versions of) the system, and annotations of (part of) these recordings will be employed at a later stage.

Learners can also listen to correct examples in stored audio recordings. Students can repeat the speech they listen to in the program as often as they want. We carefully considered criteria for these audio recordings, such as normal speed, careful speech (no or limited amount of reduction), sounds natural, limited amount of silence, whether or not carrier sentences should be used, good selection of speakers (male and female, amount of dialect, etc.), recording environment and conditions (studio, "silent office"), technical specifications (e.g. file format (wav/mp3), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), etc.). The reason for presenting the speech in the program at normal speed is to provide a "jump" from the slow speech usually spoken by teachers to real world speech.

At SLaTE 2013 we intend to show a preliminary version of the system, illustrating the feasibility of the exercises, the type of practice the learners receive and the corrective feedback provided by the system. Possible additional features and their pedagogical relevance are discussed.

7. Conclusions

ASR seems to constitute a valuable add-on to current computer-based adult literacy programs for various reasons. The nature of the language tasks involved is such that constrained ASR tasks can be designed, which in turn guarantees adequate ASR performance. For the first time, this makes it possible for learners to receive automatic, immediate feedback on their reading performance, without learners having to make comparisons themselves between what they heard and they produced themselves. This is an important improvement for L2 reading instruction, which paves the way to more autonomous learning conditions.
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